
Guide to setting up a pdf planner 
ZoomNotes can show events from the Calendar app and reminders from the Reminders 
app on any Pdf planner document. To do so you’ll need to follow some simple steps 
outlined below. It usually only takes 5-10 minutes. If you have purchased the planner then 
you can contact the seller to see if they can supply a ‘configuration file’ which will do all 
this work for you.


First you need to find the following:


	 Whether the planner is ‘Monday start’ or ‘Sunday start’


	 The page numbers of the month pages.


	 The page numbers of the week pages.


	 The page numbers of the day pages.


After importing the pdf planner, open the document properties and enable ‘Show events’ 
- this won’t do anything yet but it will mean that events should appear as you set the 
calendar properties for each page.





For the page numbers you can use ranges like 2-14 for example.


Month pages 
Goto the first month page.


Add a table which overlays the calendar area on the page. You may need to use 2 tables 
if the table is split vertically in two (left half and right half). Make sure the table is marked 
as ‘Calendar’.







If you want a reminders area on the page then add a polygon and enable its “Calendar’ 
settings, and choose ‘Reminder’ as its calendar type.


You can adjust the table’s line thickness to 0 so that it is invisible or add it into its own 
layer which you can subsequently make invisible. 


Now open the page’s properties, scroll down a bit and press ‘Planner options’. This will 
let you configure whether the calendar is ‘Monday start’ or not.





Next enable ‘Is calendar page’. Set the calendar page type to ‘Month’, then set the 
months date. 







Now press ‘Refresh events’ and the events should appear in the table area. If they don’t 
then you should check document properties as there are things there which can limit 
whether events appear.





Events may need to inset slightly so they don’t overlay elements on the existing calendar 
page. Go to the page properties and adjust the ‘Event area insets’ to correct this.







Once you are happy with the results you can copy these changes to all the month pages. 
You use the ‘Copy properties to pages’-





Choose ‘Page date properties’. Tap on ‘Selected’ and enter the page numbers of the 
month pages. You can enter each page number separated with a ‘,’. Or you can enter a 
range of pages like ’12-24’, or a combination of these. Then press the ‘Copy’ button. 







Now you can check the other month pages - you should see events appearing on each 
month page. 


Week Pages 

This is a similar process to month pages.

First you need to find the page numbers of all the week pages. In some planners they are 
arranged one after the other so this will be a range of pages like 13-66; in others they may be 
grouped per month so you may end up with 12 ranges for example.


Goto to the first week page. If the week has 7 days representing the week (not all do - some miss 
out weekend days), and the days are arranged in a table then you can add a table which overlays 
the calendar area of the page - then enable its ‘Calendar’ setting. If the days areas are not 
positioned in a regular way or there are less than 7 - then add a rectangular polygon over each 
day area, and enable each polygon’s ‘Calendar’ setting.







Like months, you can add a reminder area by adding a rectangular polygon, and enabling its 
‘Calendar’ setting, and choosing ‘Reminder’ as its type.





Now open the page’s properties. Enable ‘Is calendar page’. Set the calendar page type to ‘Week’, 
then set the week’s date - this is the date of the first day of the week.  If the page shows less that 
7 days - then set its type to ‘Custom’ and then adjust the number of days appropriately.


If the day area is marked with times then you should match the times in the page properties:







Alternatively, choose values which would be appropriate for your needs.


Press ‘Refresh events’ and the events will appear. You can now adjust the ‘Event area insets’ as 
necessary.


When you are happy with the result you can copy the date properties to the other week pages - in 
exactly the same way as described for month pages above.


Day Pages 
Again this is similar to both month and week page setup.

First you need to find the page numbers of all the day pages.

Next goto the first day page and add a rectangle to cover the area used to show the day’s events 
- enable its ‘Calendar’ setting. 







Then add another rectangle to cover the area used to show reminders, enable its ‘Calendar’ 
setting and set its type to ‘Reminders’.





Now open the page’s properties. Enable ‘Is calendar page’. Set the calendar page type to ‘Day’, 
then set the day’s date.





Press ‘Refresh events’ and the days events/reminders should appear. 


Adjust the ‘Start time’ and ‘Day length’ to match the page:







Adjust ‘Event area insets’ as necessary.


When you are happy with the result you can copy the date properties to the other day pages - in 
exactly the same way as described for month pages above.


Configuration file 
If there is a configuration file supplied with your planner then you should download it into 
ZoomNotes - you can do this using the usual file download mechanism:





Choose the file and download it. ZoomNotes will recognise it as a ‘Planner configuration file’ and 
register it with the system.


Now open the planner document.


‘Long press’ on the page and choose ‘Other’:







Scroll down to the pages section and choose ‘Apply digital planner layout’:





This will show a list of available ones - there will probably only be one - choose the one with the 
correct name:
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